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The ‘Unbungling ’    of Asia

us President george w. bush 
addresses veterans and us sailors 
at naval base coronado in san 
diego, california, 30 august, 2005.

The foreign policies of President 
George W. Bush have left a trail of 
dismay across the world, resulting 
in a cascading collapse of America’s 
reputation, including throughout 
East Asia. President-elect Barack 
Obama will have his work cut  
out for him as he seeks to restore 
America’s standing in Asia and  
the world, writes political scientist 
T.J. Pempel.

presidenT GeorGe W. Bush’s administration 
bungled asia. it will fall to Barack obama’s team 
to rectify things.

criticism of the Bush administration’s east asia 
policies has been surprisingly rare given the mind 
boggling disasters wrought by imperial overreach 
in the Middle east and central asia, the rise of anti-
american regimes across much of latin america 
and the deterioration in us relations with what 
donald rumsfeld dismissively designated as “old 
europe.” america’s relations with east asia look 
sanguine by comparison and defenders of Bush’s 
behavior in asia paint an unfailingly rosy picture.1

certainly asia is at peace; numerous american 
military arrangements with governments in the re-
gion remain strong; formal interactions with most 
asian governments radiate minimal overt friction; 
us-china relations have become pragmatic; the 
six party Talks on north Korea’s nuclear capabil-
ity have become unstuck following years of frus-
trating immobility; asians universally applauded 
american actions during the 2004 tsunami.

nevertheless, the absence of armed conflict in 
east asia can be traced back to well before Bush 
took office; america’s bilateral ties with asian 
governments, including those with china, were 
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at least as positive under the administration of 
president Bill clinton. indeed, most of the “posi-
tives” cited by Bush administration defenders 
predate his term. claiming credit for positive non-
changes is at best a variant of “at least we didn’t 
make things worse.” Meanwhile, deeper failures 
are masked, most notably excessive militarization, 
economic mismanagement and unilateralism.

MilitaRization of foREign PoliCy 
Traditionally, american military capability has 
played a positive role in expanding america’s glo-
bal influence, helping to resolve numerous crises 
and contributing to peace in many areas of the 
world. Yet, military muscle has historically been 
but one element among a complex and integrat-
ed set of america’s foreign policy tools that also 
included economics, moral appeal, public diplo-
macy, educational openness, cultural tolerance, 
technological assistance and the like. in addition, 
hard military force and bilateral alliances were 
complemented by multilateral cooperation. The 
cumulative result was substantial flexibility and 
nuance foreign policy, a ready array of depend-
able allies, and restraints against the temptation 
toward excessive unilateralism.

The Bush administration opted for a radically dif-
ferent course, disdaining both balance in its means 
and multilateralism in its tactics. from its first days 
in office, and accelerating after the attacks of sept. 
11, 2001, its cadre of neoconservative and hard real-
ist policymakers drove the Bush administration to 
re-define us national interests in unilateral terms, 
opting out of longstanding multilateral commit-
ments and operating on the presumption that its 
unparalleled power afforded america a unique op-
portunity to transform the world — through pre-
emptive military attacks if necessary. 

The results have been dramatic: abuse of the 
constitution, the Bill of rights, and the domestic 
balance of powers; the unprovoked war in iraq; hu-

man rights abuses at abu Ghraib and Guantanamo 
Bay; explicit use of torture and covert cia renditions 
and black sites, to cite only the most obvious per-
versions. a cascading collapse of america’s reputa-
tion around the world, including throughout east 
asia, was the result. The philippines, south Korea, 
australia, Malaysia, indonesia, and Japan all showed 
big drops in pro-american sympathies.2 in Muslim-
majority indonesia, pro-us opinion dropped from 
75 percent to 30 percent over six years.3 sixty-two 
percent of chinese polled said that the united states 
represents a negative influence in the world, while 
just 22 percent viewed its influence positively.4 other 
polls show similar results.5 any claims that Bush 
policies spawned widespread applause for america 
among asians is overstated at best.

This collapse in public perceptions of the united 
states is but the most visible indication of how 
brusquely the Bush administration reversed the 
previously positive trajectory of us-asia rela-
tions. The damage played out at governmental 
levels as well. earlier administrations had predi-
cated america’s policies toward asia on retaining 
a power balance across the region, in particular 
seeking to insure that both china and Japan felt 
secure from one another and that no regional he-
gemon emerged. The Bush administration, in stark 
contrast, explicitly pursued us security primacy, 
strengthened bilateral military ties with Japan and 
pivoted on the presumption that china would be 
america’s next major “strategic competitor.”  

drawing Japan into the militarization of 
america’s policies was quickly apparent: Japanese 
military contingents were sent to afghanistan and 
iraq; the Japan defense agency was elevated to 
ministerial status; the two countries collaborated 
on ballistic missile defense; Japan’s space pro-
grams were militarized; an american nuclear car-
rier was based in Japan; and us-Japanese military 
cooperation was extended to include Taiwan. The 
Japanese coast Guard was substantially upgraded 

2 bbc. 2008. “global views of us improve,” at http://www.
worldpublicopinion.org/pipa/pdf/apr08/bbcevals_apr08_rpt.pdf

3 Pew global attitudes Project, “america’s image slips, but allies 
share us concerns over iran, hamas no global warming alarm in 
the us, china,” June 13, 2006 at http://pewglobal.org/reports/display.
php?reportid=252

4 bbc. 2007. “world service Poll 2007 global views of the united 
states,” at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/23_01_07_
us_poll.pdf. 

5 bbc. 2008. “global views of us improve,” at http://www.
worldpublicopinion.org/pipa/pdf/apr08/bbcevals_apr08_rpt.pdf

1 e.g. condoleezza rice, “us Policy toward asia,” address at the 
heritage foundation, June 18 2008 at http://www.state.gov/secretary/
rm/2008/06/106034.htm; victor d. cha, 2007 “winning asia: 
washington’s untold success story,” Foreign Affairs, 86, 6 (november/
december, 2007): 98-113; green, michael J. (2007) “america’s quiet 
victories in asia” Washington Post, february 13: a21.
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in both its role and budget. and, further breaking 
from past practices, Japanese defense planners 
for the first time explicitly identified both north 
Korea and china as potential threats for the first 
time. finally, us i corps headquarters was trans-
ferred from ft. lewis, Washington to camp Zama 
in Japan, thereby weaving Japan more intimately 
into us global strategies and advancing the bilat-
eral alliance well beyond its original scope.

pleasing as such moves were to military advo-
cates in both the us and Japan, they were cas-
tigated by many leaders in asia, particularly in 
light of the rightward lurch in Japanese domestic 
politics that included tortured self-absolutions of 
Japan’s historical role in World War ii, plans to re-
vise Japan’s constitution, regular visits by prime 
Minister Junichiro Koizumi to the Yasukuni shrine 
and the emotional exploitation of the abductees 
issue in dealings with north Korea. among the 
consequences: the breakdown in bilateral nego-
tiations for normalization of Japan-north Korea 
relations and the cessation of summit meetings 
between Japan and the leaders of both south 
Korea and china for the duration of the Koizumi 
administration. only lately have Japan’s relations 
with china and south Korea improved sufficiently 
to resume such meetings.

not only did these actions sour Japan’s relations 
with its east asian neighbors, they also divided 
Japanese elites and bolstered the fortunes of a polit-
ical opposition highly critical of us policies. The re-
sult has been a legislative stalemate over continued 
Japanese support for the war in afghanistan and 
a level of politicization of the us-Japan security 
alliance not seen since the end of the cold War and 
the demise of the Japan socialist party.

in south Korea, relations cratered under Bush. 
They got off to a dreadful start with the first tel-
ephone call between Bush and then president Kim 
dae-jung. When Kim urged Bush to engage north 
Korea, the president put his hand over the mouth-
piece asking disdainfully: “Who is this guy? i can’t 
believe how naïve he is!”6 relations then oscillated 
between tepid and ice-cold for the first seven years 
of the Bush administration, with former president 
roh Moo-hyun going so far as to shift south Korea 
away from its historically close ties to Japan and the 
us in an effort to become a “balancer” in asia. More 
south Koreans now see the us as a greater threat 
to peace than north Korea; Korean public opinion 
remains harshly critical of the us and south Korean 
ties with china have warmed and Korea and the 
us have been frequently at odds over strategy 
concerning both the six party Talks and broader 

Ironically, US relations with China may
have shown the most positive trajectory,
at least in the waning years of the Bush
administration, correcting the abysmal
lows of the early years.

6 charles L. Pritchard,. Failed Diplomacy: The Tragic Story of How 
North Korea Got the Bomb. washington, d.c.: brookings. 2007: 52.
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south Korean policies toward north Korea. during 
a courtesy visit by two top american officials, roh 
confided to them that his greatest fear was “that he 
would wake up one morning to find that the united 
states had taken some unilateral action affecting 
the Korean peninsula without his knowledge.”7

Bush officials heaved a sigh of collective relief 
with the december 2007 election of lee Myung-
bak, a far more conservative and pro-american 
president than his populist predecessor. But even 
lee, as the result of his ready accession to heavy-
handed us demands to import autos and us beef, 
confronted massive anti-government demonstra-
tions within months of his inauguration and these 

in turn led to the resignations of most of his cabi-
net and top officials and the postponment of a visit 
by Bush to seoul. 

ironically, us relations with china may have 
shown the most positive trajectory, at least in the 
waning years of the Bush administration, correct-
ing the abysmal lows of the early years. pragmatic 
cooperation now characterizes the bilateral rela-
tionship, as the two sides search for areas of over-
lapping interest, particularly regarding the north 
Korean nuclear program. Yet such improvements 
came at the expense of america’s relations with 
both Taiwan and Japan. Moreover, intra-admin-
istration debates have not abated over whether 
china poses a long-term military threat that must 
be countered, or whether chinese monetary and 

trade policies should be subjected to us sanctions. 
nowhere did the Bush administration bungle 

its relations with asia more than in dealings with 
north Korea. under the agreed framework of 
1994, the clinton administration had achieved a 
freeze on north Korean nuclear activity, ensured 
that the country remained within the nuclear non-
proliferation Treaty (npT), stopped plutonium 
production and allowed regular in-country inspec-
tions by the international atomic energy agency 
(iaea). additionally, north Korea voluntarily sus-
pended its provocative missile tests. By the end of 
the clinton administration, relations had improved 
to the point where the two sides pledged that “nei-

ther government would have hostile intent toward 
the other.” secretary of state Madeleine albright’s 
subsequent visit to pyongyang seemed a prelude to 
a possible presidential visit and the normalization 
of bilateral relations if not by clinton then by the 
incoming president.

The Bush administration bypassed that opportu-
nity, switching policies 180 degrees. it renounced 
engagement, refused to reiterate the pledge of “no 
hostile intent,” demanded that the north adopt a 
host of changes in its domestic behavior, declared 
north Korea a part of the famous “axis of evil” and 
hinted that the north could be the subject of its 
new doctrine of “preventive war.”

relations spiraled sharply downward following 
assistant secretary of state James Kelly’s october 

In viewing US policies toward Asia, the
greatest danger is that, with the possible 
exception of the North Korean nuclear 
problem, few Asian issues will command 
inclusion on any list of the administration’s 
five or six most pressing problems.

7 Pritchard, ibid: 76.
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2002 accusation in pyongyang that north Korea 
had secretly begun a highly enriched uranium 
program. These charges served as the basis for 
Bush’s final break with the agreed framework, 
which in turn precipitated the north’s withdrawal 
from the npT and iaea inspections and the re-
starting of the Yongbyon plutonium facility. The 
us reacted by formally targeting north Korea 
for “a new triad [of weapons] composed of long-
range conventional and nuclear strike capabili-
ties, missile defenses and a robust industrial and 
research development infrastructure.” 

The first four years of the six party talks, ar-
ranged to deal with these problems, saw little sub-
stantive negotiation because the Bush administra-
tion continued to demand that north Korea sur-
render all fissile material before entering into any 
discussions to address the north’s security concerns 
or peace on the peninsula. not until after north 
Korea carried out a series of missile tests in July 
2006 and a nuclear test in october 2006 followed 
by the democratic victory in both houses of the us 
congress in november, did the us show a new flex-
ibility that began to move the talks forward. 

The current situation, however, represents a 
major deterioration in the security situation across 
northeast asia. When Bush came into office, north 
Korea was suspected of having material for one or 
two bombs but it was also in the npT and subject 
to continued inspection of its plutonium facilities; 
it was not testing intercontinental ballistic missiles 
and it appeared primed to normalize ties with the 
us. By 2008 it had material for 6-13 bombs, had 
tested a nuclear device, had probably proliferated 
nuclear technologies to syria, was much further 
from bilateral normalization and had a far stronger 
negotiating hand than when Bush took office.

The overall picture is of a policy mix that relied 
almost uniformly on america’s military prowess 
as the hammer with which to bash all problematic 
asian nails. The Korean peninsula had become 
vastly more dangerous, relations with Japan had 
become disproportionately militarized and ties 
with south Korea, Taiwan, china and much of 
southeast asia remained less friendly than when 
Bush entered office.

loss of EConoMiC Clout 
if an excessive focus on military might was a seri-
ous shortcoming, a corollary failure was ignoring 
the requirements for a sound economy at home. 
america’s global influence had long rested on its 
capacity to utilize its economic strength as a tool 
to enhance relations abroad. Trade, finance and 
market access were powerful geo-strategic tools 
in the service of american interests. 

With the end of the cold War, us strategic goals 
had been subtly redefined to enhance the focus 
on geo-economics. The clinton administration, 
in particular, sought to advance globalization 
and trade liberalization, convinced that economic 
growth and interdependence would help reduce 
the chances of military conflict. east asia, with 
its rapid economic growth enhancing its strategic 
importance, loomed large in this picture.

at home, the clinton administration paid close 
attention to internal fiscal balances, the strength 
of the us currency and improved bond markets. 
Bipartisan tax hikes in 1994 proved costly to the 
democratic party but resulted in balanced budg-
ets — even surpluses in the waning years of the 
clinton presidency — and a dramatic reduction in 
america’s cumulative national debt. When the Bush 
administration took office, it inherited a budget sur-
plus of $236 billion and a projected 10-year surplus 
of $5.6 trillion. rather than utilize this powerful 
economy as a foreign policy tool, the Bush admin-
istration pushed through regressive tax cuts and 
oversaw massive unchecked federal expenditures. 

in the Bush White house, top-level economic of-
ficials such as Treasury secretary paul o’neil and 
economic advisor larry lindsey were instantly 
marginalized and subsequently fired for advocat-
ing cuts in subsidies for important republican con-
stituencies, as well as for refusing to subordinate 
sound economic advice to military expansion and 
tax cuts. american foreign policy was viewed pri-
marily through the lens of military security while 
fiscal and monetary prudence were ignored. The 
result was economic deterioration at home, an 80 
percent drop in the value of the dollar against the 
euro and a dramatic fall in american economic 
influence in east asia. 
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aMERiCan unilatERalisM  
vs. asian REgionalisM
The Bush administration also engineered a jolt-
ing departure from more than half a century of 
american multilateralism, including regional-
ism in east asia. one of the early consequences of 
the clinton administration’s focus on east asia’s 
economic strength was that clinton gave con-
siderable emphasis to boosting the asia-pacific 
economic cooperation forum (apec) as a mech-
anism that would tie the us to asia and advance 
trade liberalization.

as the Bush administration’s geographical fo-
cus shifted toward the Middle east and central 
asia, it softened its engagement with asian re-
gional institutions, including apec. as part of 
what richard higgott labeled the “securitization” 
of american foreign economic policy, the Bush 
administration viewed apec through a security, 
rather than an economic, lens. as a result, from 
2001 onward, american delegations to apec 
pressed continually for statements concerning 
opposition to terrorism while minimizing atten-
tion to the economic issues of primary concern to 
the other participants. during the first three post-
9/11 apec summit meetings “most asian leaders 
felt the economic agenda had been hijacked by 
president Bush to galvanize support for the war 
in terror in general and support for the military 
coalition against iraq in particular.”8

senior Bush officials were equally disdainful of 
the asean regional forum (arf), a body of par-
ticular sensitivity to the ten asean countries. in 
2005, secretary of state condoleezza rice became 
the first american holding that office to skip an arf 
meeting since its foundation in 1994. Taking their 
cue from rice, the foreign ministers of china, india 
and Japan skipped the meeting or left early. facing 
massive criticism, rice returned in 2006, but in 2007 
she again opted not to attend the meeting. at rough-
ly the same time, Bush postponed the 30th anni-
versary celebrations of the us-asean partnership.

as Bush was reducing america’s commitment 
to regional institutions, however, the countries of 
east asia were moving in the opposite direction, 
creating a host of new bodies, virtually all of which 

When combined with the phenomenal expen-
ditures for the wars in iraq and afghanistan, the 
budgetary impact was devastating. Yet Bush’s 
economic advice to the american public follow-
ing 9/11 was straightforward: “Go shopping.” By 
the end of the 2008 fiscal year, the annual budget 
deficit had ballooned to $482 billion — a figure 
that ignored an additional $80 billion in war costs 
that was excluded from the budget. in the period 
between 9/11 and 2008, the federal government 
debt nearly doubled from $5.6 trillion to over $9.5 
trillion. roughly one half of the us debt is now 
held by foreign entities, with Japan and china — 
america’s asian cash cows — the two largest. The 
infusion of billions of dollars into the economy to 
forestall a meltdown this fall only exacerbated 
this problem. cumulatively, rising debt, the weak 
dollar and overall fiscal troubles have eroded 
america’s ability to capitalize on economic power 
as a way to shape asian behavior.

The Bush administration also moved away from 
prior efforts to reduce trade barriers at a global 
level, opting instead for bilateral free trade agree-
ments (fTas). But america’s fTa partners were 
chosen less for economic than strategic value. 
Meanwhile, these agreements ran headlong into 
rising protectionist sentiment at home due to the 
draconian consequences of the Bush economic 
policy — the worst job creation record of any ad-
ministration in the post-World War ii era, the ever-
widening gap between rich and poor, the dramatic 
escalation in poverty rates and the rising number 
of citizens without health insurance. 

of particular significance for east asia has 
been rising public opposition to economic open-
ness and free trade, including the pending fTa 
with south Korea and the rising chorus in the us 
against “exporting jobs to china.” americans who 
have watched a steady deterioration in their liv-
ing standards during eight years of Bush policies 
have become unsurprisingly receptive to argu-
ments against economic globalization. anti-free 
trade sentiment has risen considerably since Bush 
took office, becoming a serious issue in the 2008 
presidential campaign, and threatening to become 
worse following the global meltdown.

8 richard higgott,. “after neoliberal globalization: the 
‘securitization’ of us foreign economic Policy in east asia,” 
Critical Asian Studies, 36,3 (2004): 434.
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excluded the us: the asean plus Three process, 
the chiang Mai initiative, the asian bond market 
initiative, the asian Bond fund, the shanghai 
cooperation organization, and the east asian 
summit. Membership in these bodies was typi-
cally restricted to “asians only” and earlier bodies 
such as apec and arf were marginalized. The 
us during the Bush years stood on the sidelines 
of an increasingly integrating asian region, with 
a corresponding decline in influence.

The decision to address north Korea’s nuclear 
program through the six party Talks was a signal 

victory for multilateralism over bilateralism and 
negotiation over confrontation, one of the few 
exceptions to the more general us unilateralism. 
substantively, however, the talks meant a subtle 
shift away from us leadership in favor of china, 
which was more broadly enhancing its reputation 
as a team player across the asian region. and if the 
six party Talks eventually succeed in achieving the 
goal of north Korean denuclearization, china will 
be able to claim a significant share of any plaudits.

 
thE obaMa agEnda
Without question, the obama administration will 
enter office on a wave of global enthusiasm, if 
only as a welcome relief from the Bush years. Yet 
it will confront an extensive catalogue of prob-
lems — two wars, the palestine-israel problem, 
an international recession, global warming, 
darfur and the congo, to cite only the most head-
line grabbing. domestic problems from health 

care to infrastructure refurbishment also demand 
attention even as the government is hemorrhag-
ing capital. The shattering of global respect for 
the united states has also undermined the hard-
won goodwill that once encouraged others to cut 
the united states a bit of slack for past foibles.

in viewing us policies toward asia, the greatest 
danger is that, with the possible exception of the 
north Korean nuclear problem, few asian issues 
will command inclusion on any list of the admin-
istration’s five or six most pressing problems. asia 
could easily be relegated to the back burner. Yet 

the new administration would be mistaken if it did 
not make a major effort to “unbungle” america’s 
relations with asia.

The nuclear situation in north Korea is far and 
away the most pressing issue in the region. The 
Bush administration’s military-dominated ap-
proach cost the united states and asia several 
years of potentially beneficial negotiating time, 
leaving north Korea with substantially more nu-
clear muscle than when the administration came 
to power. negotiations have led to the shuttering 
and inspection of the north’s plutonium facilities. 
still, numerous problems remain to be addressed 
if the current crisis is to reach a satisfactory long-
term solution: ensuring the surrender of north 
Korea’s arsenal of fissile material, creating a verifi-
cation protocol, dealing with any possible uranium 
enrichment program and preventing proliferation 
of the north’s fissile material or nuclear technol-
ogy, to cite only the most critical. lurking in the 

American foreign policy was viewed
solely through the lens of military
security while fiscal and monetary 
prudence were ignored. The result was
economic deterioration.
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background are additionally nettlesome issues 
involving Japanese abductees, north Korea’s mis-
sile program and steps to help the north overcome 
its economic isolation and the dreadful poverty 
and human rights abuses confronting its citizens. 
serious attention to the Korean peninsula will 
be essential and a permanent envoy to deal with 
these problems might well be wiser than relegat-
ing the situation to simply one item in the complex 
portfolio of an assistant secretary of state.

fortunately, many of the other problems be-
queathed by the Bush administration can be ad-
dressed without top level presidential attention. 
excessive militarization can be rectified by return-
ing to a more nuanced mix of policy tools that will 
reemphasize public diplomacy, foreign aid, eco-
nomic linkages, pandemic assistance and other non-
military policy instruments. engaging Japan, china 
and south Korea in non-military ways while back-
ing away from containment policies directed against 
china will go a long way toward reversing previous 
imbalances. creating a trilateral us-Japan-china 
forum will be one way to move toward multilateral 
cooperation and to reduce mutual suspicions. 

That america’s economic house needs to be 
fundamentally reconfigured is obvious. The tsu-
nami of domestic economic problems will make 
it politically tempting to move toward protection-
ism and to single out us trading partners in asia 
as threats, rather than allies. The Korea-us free 
Trade agreement risks being among the protec-
tionist targets, but xenophobia also lurks in the 
background as resistance to allowing chinese or 
Japanese investments in troubled us corpora-
tions or financial institutions. any such american 
closure would send precisely the wrong global 
message, easily generating dangerous tit-for-tat 
protectionist measures that would rival those that 
helped precipitate the Great depression of the 
1930s. Thus, quick passage of the Korea-us trade 
deal and close cooperation with asian countries 
replete with vast stores of foreign reserves would 
be a welcome indication that the us remains 
committed to global economic cooperation, while 
also helping the us to deal with its own domestic 
economic difficulties.

finally, us unilateralism must be reversed. a 
revitalized apec — focused once again on eco-
nomic rather than security issues — along with 
increased attention to the asean regional forum 
as well as emerging asian bodies such as asean 
+3, the chiang Mai initiative, and the east asia 
summit, would signal to asia that the united 
states respects its collective efforts at cooperation 
and is willing to partner with the region in tack-
ling a host of common problems along multilateral 
lines — from the environment and education to 
economic development and energy.

The new president will have the opportunity to 
reintroduce the united states to east asia — on 
far better terms than it now stands. he could eas-
ily begin by dispatching incoming secretary of 
state hillary clinton, Vice president Joseph Biden 
and several new appointees with asian expertise 
on a listening tour across the region. hearing the 
problems asian leaders confront — on their own 
terms and turf — would go a long way toward 
repairing past damage. 

initiating such moves in the face of more de-
manding crises will not be easy. But east asia re-
mains the world’s most rapidly developing region 
and one in which the united states continues to 
enjoy a residue of goodwill and potential for mutu-
ally beneficial partnerships. for the new adminis-
tration to delay in reversing recent negative trends 
would be to squander an enormous opportunity.


